Manual for the "PROMYK v1.2 rev.50A" , "PROMYK v1.2
DX1/DX2"

KWMATIK "PROMYK v1.2 R50A/DX1/DX2" ARTNET DMX512 gate, sales set with RJ45 / RJ45
patchcord 1 meter and 5V / 1A power supply (DC2.1 / 5.5 plug)

Intended use of the device

Safety rules
The "PRO-MYK v1.2" interface is powered by 5V, so it does not constitute a
threat, but DMX512 devices connected to the XLR3 connector may be a
hazard.

Be careful when connecting DMX512 devices, especially those that emit hot
substances, make movement or can blind with a strong beam of light.
How to safely use DMX512 devices is regulated by the instructions attached
by the manufacturers of these devices.
The "PRO-MYK v1.2" interface, after taking it out of the box, has the address
192.168.1.22 and Universe No. 1 set, while changing the parameters in the

The KWMATIK "PRO-MYK v1.2" interface is
a hardware converter for ART-NET protocol
(DMX512 OVER Ethernet) and using the
open and popular ART-NET protocol found
in almost all DMX512 applications, from QLC
+, freestyler, MADRIX to Chamsys MAGICQ.
ARTNET DMX512 gateways work in the
LAN network, they can be connected to a
computer as well as a router with WI-FI, does
not need to install drivers to work. Works in
any operating system: Windows, LINUX,
MAC OSX, ANDROID, IOS.

browser, the interface should be disconnected from the DMX512 bus. After
saving the conﬁguration, connect it to the DMX512 bus with the power oﬀ.
After making sure that the user is in a safe position, connect the 5V power
supply to the DC IN connector (powering with other voltage is prohibited).

The "PRO-MYK v1.2" interface uses the ART-NET protocol, which is
implemented on a computer network. This means that the signal controlling
DMX512 devices can appear from any LAN device or from outside the LAN,
therefore, before any corrections with the above-mentioned devices, you
should protect yourself against the appearance of the DMX512 signal.
The "PRO-MYK v1.2" interface may be ready for operation in less than a
second after changing the conﬁguration (depending on the work with DHCP
or static addressing)

Promyk v1.2 rev50A/
DX1 /DX2 - kit contents :
- KWMATIK PRO-MYK v1.2 p12r50A /
DX1 /DX2 interface
- manual in English and Polish in PDF ﬁle on
page www.kwmatik.com.pl
- power supply 5V /1 A connector DC2.1 /5.5
- cable rj45-RJ-45 1 meter lenght
- warranty 24 months manufacturer
according to proof of purchase
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The PRO-MYK v1.2 interface, out of the
box, has the following computer network
parameters set in the factory settings:
IP address: 192.168.1.22
Mask: 255.255.255.0
Default gateway: 192.168.1.1
Address set as static (DHCP disabled)

The marking on the upper side of the housing
describes the connectors and functions of the
LEDs.
The basic connector for the DMX512 bus is
socket X1, X2 is optional.
The front panel is used to connect LAN
cables, DMX512, 5V power supply with a
minimum current capacity of 0.5A (the plus is
on the pin).
There are openings for LEDs and ventilation at
the top, from the left:
• DMX_X1 (green LED), DMX_X2 (red LED) Both LEDs inform about receiving the ARTNET package for the conﬁgured UNIVERSE
number.
• LIVE (blue LED) - informs about the
processor's operation by blinking, after
obtaining the IP address, the LED blinks
faster.
• PWR (blue LED) - informs about the power
supply for the entire device, especially the
opto-insulated part. If this LED is oﬀ and the
other LEDs are on, it means the converter is
Version DX1 and DX2 :
all LED diodes are red.

"PROMYK v1.2" can be connected to:
• computer - (laptop, desktop) through the
LAN connector (RJ-45) and statically set the
IP address in the settings of this connector,
in accordance with the guidelines below.
Until the address is set and the LAN
interface is enabled on the computer side,
there will be no communication with the ARTNET gateway.
• ROUTER - (in the sense of typical "home"
devices with wi-ﬁ and several LAN / WAN
ports) through the LAN connector, in order
for the ART-NET gateway to be visible, it
must operate in the same LAN subnetwork.
This can be achieved by setting the subnet
as in the ProMyk v1.2 factory settings or by
changing the addressing on the ARTNET
gateway web conﬁguration page in
accordance with the addressing on the router
or by enabling the DHCP protocol
The DHCP protocol popular in the settings
of computer network cards for automatic
address assignment (you just need to
connect to the router to get an IP address,
mask etc.) is disabled by default in Promyk
v1.2 (also v1.11), it is a typical setting for this
type devices. The 192.168.1.x addressing is
something novice users would prefer, as
typical ARTNET addresses are 2.x.x.x and
10.x.x.x. In ART-NET networks, the use of
DHCP is avoided and static addresses are
used.
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ARTNET GATE conﬁguration on diﬀerent operating systems
Enter the local connection address for the IP
v4 address:
IP address: 192.168.1.2
Mask: 255.255.255.0
The default gateway remains empty.
The window on the left is for Windows 10,
for other versions of the MICROSOFT
operating system: Windows 2000, Windows
XP, Windows 7, Windows 8. There may be
diﬀerences.

APPLE MAC OSX
LINUX -can be conﬁgured via the window manager
or via the console. The image below shows an
example conﬁguration for both network adapters:
wireless (192.168.0.107) and wired (192.168.1.2) at
mask 255.255.255.0. If the network cards are in
other subnets, it is possible to use WI-FI from the
Internet and control via LAN via ART-NET. This
policy also applies to MAC OSX and WINDOWS

ANDROID, IOS and others on mobile devices without a LAN connector - in devices without a LAN connector
(RJ-45), access is via WI-FI from the router to which ProMyk is connected. The LAN network addressing
with WI-FI must be consistent with Promyk.

After setting the IP address on the computer, you can access the ARTNET gateway conﬁguration page, the
default address is 192.168.1.22. Use browsers compatible with FIREFOX or CHROME. INTERNET
EXPRORER or EDGE do not correctly support AJAX and JS scripts used in ProMyk. More information on the
next page
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conﬁguration page web browser
(PROMYK ver. 1.2A)
The internal software (ﬁrmware) on the standard www 80
port displays a conﬁguration page. At the ﬁrst running its
address is 192.168.1.22 mask 255.255.255.0a MAC
ADDRESS: 00-08-DC-29-4C-7F, only use IPV4.0
addressing.
The Pro-Myk interface has a built-in website
conﬁguration (similar to typical home routers) The preferred
web browser is CHROME (FIREFOX also works ﬁne). On
this page, in addition to the Ethernet settings, you can set
the parameters for DMX512 itself:
• ART-NET Universe: number of the "world" in which he will
operate, each UNIVERSE has 512 channels. Set diﬀerent
ART-NET for each interface (remember that MAC address
endoctet should be changed to avoid conﬂict)
• MAB (MARK AFTER BREAK) - duration of the high level
after the BREAK time expires, the minimum is 8uS
• BREAK - duration of the low level, minimum 88uS, causing
a reaction in DMX512 receivers to DMX512 frame reception
with MAB and channel 0 value 0. As a rule, MAB and
BREAK do not change, but in case of problems with some
DMX512 devices, changing these times may improve
performance.
After pressing the "Save / Save" button, the data is validated and saved to the ﬂash memory, in the case of IP settings that the router
or network card cannot handle, the interface has a button to restore factory parameters (address 192.168.1.22). After saving, the
interface resets and proceeds with new settings. The interface stores one conﬁguration in the FLASH memory.

Other ﬁelds:
• "FLASH SAVE #:" shows how many times the conﬁguration has been changed.
• Model: Interface model name and version
• Firmware: interface software compilation name, in case of problems please specify so that potential "bugs" can be
referred to
• S / N: serial number of the interface
• DHCP / STATIC: Set whether the address should be static or use the DHCP protocol. The advantage of DHCP is
"matching" the IP address, mask, default gateway to the connected network without having to change the router. Please
note that the IP address of the interface will change and to ﬁnd it, use the router or DMX512 programs that detect ARTNET devices.
When the address changes using the DHCP protocol, information about the new address can be found:
• via a router
• computer network scanning application
• through the ART-NET application, e.g. on ANDROID DMX 4 ALL (ﬁg. 3) or OSRAM (ﬁg. 4 and 5), the phone
connected to the router via Wi-Fi gains the ability to control DMX512 devices and obtain information about each
DMX512 device in networks.
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conﬁguration page
web browser
(PROMYK ver. 1.2
DX1/DX2 )
diﬀerences between versions :
- ART-NET Universe (x1) : number of ﬁrst
Universe for OUT "X1"
- ART-NET Universe (x2) - number of
second Universe for OUT "X2"
- OUTPUT CONFIGURATION DMX512
(1-10) :
1- compatible with ver. 1.11 and 1.2A X1 ON
X2 OFF refresh rate depends on the
DMX512 app
2- MAB 20uS ,BREAK 100uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 40Hz X1 ON X2 ON
3- MAB 20uS ,BREAK 170uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 40Hz X1 ON X2 ON
4 - MAB 40uS ,BREAK 170uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 40Hz X1 ON X2 ON
5 - MAB 20uS ,BREAK 100uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 33Hz X1 ON X2 ON
6 - MAB 20uS ,BREAK 170uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 33Hz X1 ON X2 ON
7 - MAB 40uS ,BREAK 170uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 33Hz X1 ON X2 ON
8 - MAB 40uS ,BREAK 240uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 33Hz X1 ON X2 ON
9 - MAB 80uS ,BREAK 360uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 33Hz X1 ON X2 ON
10 - MAB 120uS ,BREAK 400uS Refresh
dmx512 rate 33Hz X1 ON X2 ON
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Types of interface operation depending on the ethernet
connection

a) POINT-POINT
consists in establishing a direct connection between the interface and the computer's network card, the IP address of the network
card must be in the address space of a given network. DHCP usually is not working in this case.

b) LAN NET
cable connection between the interface and the LAN socket on the router
(or in a layer 3 switch with routing) increases the possibilities with DHCP, Wi-FI (depending on the
router), the number of connected other interfaces. A Wi-Fi router gives access to mobile devices
without cumbersome cables. Static addressing should be kept for an ordinary switch or HUB.
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Examples of artnet gate conﬁguration in DMX512 applications
Conﬁguration in each application comes down to pairing the Universe ART-NET number from the
ARTNET GATE with that from the application. The conﬁguration windows look diﬀerent in each
application, but the principle is the same.

QLC+
- For beginners, the QLC +
application is recommended,
because it works on WINDOWS
and LINUX systems as well as on
Apple MACintosh computers. It is
simple to conﬁgure and has a tab
"SIMPLE DESK" where, using the
sliders, we set the values of
DMX512 channels

For the conﬁgured computer
network card with the IP address
192.168.1.2 select output and
then go to the settings icon (tool
symbol)

Set the Universe number in accordance with the
conﬁguration page settings (factory default is number

Example for a typical network for ART-NET 2.x.x.x with mask
255.0.0.0 for static addressing, ART-NET universe

sets according to the Universe number from the
browser, QLC + works equally well with addresses
192.168.x.x, 10.x.x.x, 172.16.x.x
and using DHCP. Check what the network is on the
router or network card. In this example, the NIC's
IP address is 2.0.0.10, so this address was chosen
for "output"
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For the changes to be active, you need to turn
oﬀ and on the freestyler dmx and sometimes
even restart WINDOWS. It is worth looking at
the photo below, because many errors occur
due to the unfortunate conﬁguration.
Additionally, an instructional video is available:
Conﬁguring the KWMATIK interface
"PRO_MYK v1.2" in the FREESTYLER DMX512
program on youtube.com
FREESTYLER X2 - conﬁguration in the setup window,
select the network card and enter the BROADCAST
address, if the Promyk IP address is the factory one,
enter literally as in the box, ie "x.x.x.255". Network
adapter is the IP address of the computer card, not
ProMYK or any other ART-NET gateway -> This is a

video tutorial : https://youtu.be/S4UAJVtmkgI

common error
In MADRIX it should
be noted that the
Universe number is 1
higher with what is
conﬁgured in the
"ProMyk"

JINX
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MAGICQ
CHAMSYS
The address in Windows changes
in IP v4 settings

Finally, in the "view settings" / Hardware "tab, set" REDUCED RATE OUTPUT
"to" continuous " for 1.2A .
DMX512 signal should appear when it

Do not set in version DX1/DX2

changes from disabled to enabled, and on
the "Pro-myk" interface light the
appropriate LED
LIGHT JOCKEY M-PC/ ONYX
OBSIDIAN
The application works in the 2.x.x.x
network with the mask 255.0.0.0, it
does not work in the
network

192.168.x.x / 24

Video tutorials :
- https://youtu.be/oVzZdcmxNt8

- https://youtu.be/g8OtqAMoFw8
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OSRAM (ANDROID)
-application running on the ANDROID system, so access is via WI-FI to the router where ProMyk is connected to the LAN
connector
The OSRAM application reads the
ProMyK conﬁguration correctly and
sets itself to the conﬁgured
UNIVERSE number 4. The address of
the beam 192.168.1.102 other than
the standard one because the DHCP
protocol is enabled.

To detect the ProMyk interface,
select BRODCAST

Dot2 ONPC conﬁguration with artnet dmx512 PROMYK 1.2
In order to pair the ARTNET DMX512 Promyk 1.xx interface / gateway with the DOT2 ONPC
application, the PROMYKA factory IP settings should be changed to an address from the 2.x.x.x
or 10.x.x.x pool. and save the conﬁguration to the gateway's ﬂash memory (conﬁguration page
192.168.1.22), after saving the conﬁguration, this page will change the address to 2.0.0.2
video tutorial: https://youtu.be/unw5vvPVT0A

In this example number of artnet universe is 0 and subnet also is 0
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Optimization of work in DMX512 applications with many universes

When working with multiple Universe, switch to unicast addressing instead of broadcast
addressing to save network equipment.

In picture above IP address is 192.168.1.22 (unicast) instead 192.168.1.255 (broadcast)
output ip address is 192.168.1.2 (This is net card ip address of PC)
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Terms used in this manual
ART-NET protocol - can be sent via cable (copper andoptical ﬁber) and radio (WI-FI). As a result, network
interfaces based on
this protocol does not require drivter installation. To observe the frames of this protocol, well-known and popular
network tools such as: WIRESHARK, TCPDUMP, TSHARK, etc. are used. The last version number 4 comes from
2016 and can handle up to 32768 Universe, it is open and free of charge, thanks to which the number of DMX512
applications is compatible with it is huge, larger than for the OPEN ENTTEC standard. UDP (User Datagram
Protocol) is used for sending ART-NET frames and port No. 6454 is used. On this port there are ART-NET devices
listening and sending messages back to the controlling applications.
Therefore, it should be unblocked on the ﬁrewall. In the DMX512 application, the Universe number is set and for
the data to control the lighting through the XLR-3 (xlr-5) connector, the same Universe number must be set on the
PRO-MYK interface.
DMX512 - the most widely used digital network communication standard
in lighting control systems (blenders, heads, strobes, scanners,
spotlights, glowing ﬂoors, etc.) and stage eﬀects (smoke generators,
confetti launchers) at concerts, theaters, etc. The controls are carried out
usually from the executor's control console. The standard was developed in 1986 by the American Institute of
Performing Techniques (USITT). Only in 1990 got the name DMX512. The signal is sent via the RS-485 bus,
practically 2 wires with opposite states, i.e. there is a diﬀerential transmission. The electrical standards are the
same as for the RS-485 standard. The ground cable is not necessary because the information carrier is the
potential diﬀerence between the Data + and Data-leads. The maximum number of devices in one
32 lines without the use of a signal ampliﬁer. However, you can increase the capacity of the system by using
special active distributors. The system has a capacity of 512 independent channels, each of which can take one of
256 levels. Standard dmx512 transfer devices use XLR3 and XLR5 plugs and sockets
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